
What Was That Time? 
By Steve Jones 

Confused about your swimmer’s official time? PNS requires that meets use fully automatic 
timing systems. Most automatic timing systems consist of the following: 

Scoreboard: Display panel to transmit times to audience. Posted times are not official and are 
subject to change. 

Heat Starting Console: Located to right of starting blocks, it is used by the official starter. This 
unit has a strobe light mounted on the top and a horn. When the starter presses the button, it 
sends a signal to start the timing clock. 

Timing System Touch Pads: The targets that hang in the water under the starting blocks. These 
require a firm touch anywhere within the central section of the pad to stop the clock. Frequently 
swimmers just tap the pad or miss the target portion altogether. This will not stop the clock. 
When this happens, the system operator must manually stop the lane. At this point, the timing 
judge will make the final decision on the official time. 

Timing Console: Located and operated in a central area in the pool, it sets the number of laps the 
swimmer will touch the pads, prints the results, and resets the clock before the next race. 

Races sanctioned by PNS Swimming require backup hand times even though automatic timing 
systems are used. This helps eliminate errors. For every race there are several times which are 
compared for accuracy: the console “official time,” the back-up console time, and hand times 
from the pool deck. The timing console will generate the official time when the swimmer 
touches the timing pad firmly and stops the clock. The timing judge makes the decision to use 
the pad time, or if necessary the backup console time, or, if both console times fail, the hand 
times. Encourage your swimmer to touch the timing pad firmly to generate the most accurate 
time and to eliminate questions that must be decided by the timing judge. 
 
 


